ADDITIONAL PROTOCOL

to the Protocol Decision “On the Principles of Resumption of a
Full-Scale Freight Railway Communication through the Territory of
Pridnestrovie” of March 30, 2012

Proceeding from the need for further improvement of life of the population on both sides
of the Dniester,

Given the mutual interest of economic agents to develop mechanisms of a full-scale freight
railway communication,

Desiring to continue implementation of commitments on ensuring the free movement of
people, goods and services,

Based on the provisions of the paragraph 18 of the above Protocol Decision of March 30,
2012,

the Parties agreed as follows:

1. To extend the Protocol Decision “On the Principles of Resumption of a Full-Scale
Freight Railway Communication through the Territory of Pridnestrovie” of March 30, 2012
for further 12 (twelve) months with the possibility of its prolongation given the consent of the
Parties.

2. In implementing the above Protocol Decision from March 30, 2012, the Parties, if
necessary, will hold consultations at expert level for a prompt solution of any emerging issues.

Vladimir Filat /signed/    Evgeny Shevchuk /signed/

Signed on September 26, 2012, in Kishinev